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The Anatomy of a Survey Question



Topics Covered

• Question/Stem

• Introduction

• Information about the Topic/Definitions

• Instructions

• Requests for an Answer

• Response Options

• Examples

|  4More info: The Anatomy of a Survey Question

https://measuringu.com/anatomy-of-a-survey-question/


Survey Question/Item Anatomy
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Not all survey questions have all six components.



Introduction
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Introductions may be needed when you:

• Shift the topic from prior questions (e.g., from asking about using a desktop website to a mobile app).

• Require more thinking/recall from respondents.



Kano Study Introduction Example

“For this section of the study we will ask you to sort features related to food delivery 

websites into categories as you see fit based on your personal preferences.

Please remember to provide your honest feedback. There are no right or wrong answers.”
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See Module on Question Types for More about the Kano



2. Information about the Topic or Definitions

Information about the topic may be needed when presenting

• New concepts or less familiar concepts.

• Complex constructions.

• Options that may be easily confused. |  8



3. Instructions

Instructions may be needed:

• When using uncommon question types (e.g., Kano, pick some, fixed sum).

• In task-based unmoderated studies, clear instructions are essential.

• To prevent common mistakes (e.g., picking only one instead of all that apply). |  9



Kano Question Instructions
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4. Opinions of Others

Opinions of others may be needed when

• Reaction to the opinions of others is the primary research focus.

• Including this information provides an appropriate context for asking the question.

• This element is especially rare in UX and CX research due to its potentially biasing 

effects on responses. Don’t include it unless there is a clear need to do so. |  11



5. Requests for an Answer

This request for an answer is the last and most important of the stem components. 

The introduction, information, instructions, and opinions are optional, but without the request for an 

answer, you don’t have a question (or an item for people to respond to).
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Three Ways to Craft a Request for an Answer

Direct request: Invert the subject and auxiliary verb of a statement to convert it to a question. 

“I would need the help of a technical person” 
becomes “Would you need the help of a technical person?”

Indirect request: Instead of asking a question, use a statement and then have people 
respond with agree/disagree response options. 

“I felt very confident using the software.”

Wh-requests: Use the common interrogatives (e.g., who, what, when, how much, which) and 
pose the question directly to the respondent. 

“What is your age?”

“Why did you select the number you did?”

Covered more in module on How to Write a Survey Question 
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6. Response Options

See Selecting the right response option module for guidance on response options.
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Response Options Starting Points

• Discovery: When discovery is the primary goal, use open-ended items.

• Measurement: The key decision when collecting measurements is to determine if the 

required data is or isn’t categorical.

• Categorical: 

• ordered (e.g., age groups) vs, unordered (e.g., streaming video services)

• Multi-select or single select

• Not categorical: ranking, allocation, or rating. Of these types, rating scales are the ones 

most used in UX and CX research

|  15More info: A Decision Tree for Picking the Right Type of Survey Question

https://measuringu.com/survey-question-decision-tree/


Goal

Discovery

Measurement

Open-Ended Item

Categorical

Not Categorical

Not Mutually Exclusive

Mutually Exclusive

Ranking

Allocation

Rating

Multiple Choice Item 
(Multiple Selection)

Multiple Choice Item 
(Single Selection)

Few Items Forced Rank Item

Many Items “Pick Some” Item/MaxDiff

Fixed Sum Item

Comparative

Compare Two Comparative Item

Compare to a Benchmark
Comparative Intensity 
Item

Semantic (Adjective) 
Scale

Bipolar Adjectives
Semantic Differential 
Item

Unipolar Adjectives Semantic Distance Item

General Purpose Rating Linear Numeric Item

Agreement Likert-type Item

Frequency Frequency Item

None to Much Unipolar Item

Opposite Concepts Bipolar Item

Adequacy or Quality Performance Item

Meeting Expectation
Disconfirmation 
Item/Kano

Unordered

Ordered

A Decision Tree for Picking the Right Type of Survey Question

See Module Selecting the Right Response Options
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Example 1: What problems are people having on the website? 

(Goal > Discovery > Open-Ended Item), with item stem and response option similar to

those shown in Figure 2.

|  17More info: The Anatomy of a Survey Question

https://measuringu.com/survey-question-decision-tree/
https://measuringu.com/anatomy-of-a-survey-question/


Example 2: How confident are users in completing a task?

If this measure ranges from no confidence to total confidence, the response type should be

a unipolar rating item (Goal > Measurement > Not Categorical > Rating > None to Much > 

Unipolar Item).

|  18More info: The Anatomy of a Survey Question

https://measuringu.com/survey-question-decision-tree/
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Summary

Survey questions/items contain a stem and one or more response options

• The stem must contain a request for an answer

• It may also include an introduction, information pertinent to the question, some instructions, and information about 

the opinions of others (rare in UX surveys, but more common in social and political surveys)

Requests for answers can take several forms

• Direct requests (usually in the form of a question)

• Indirect requests (usually in the form of a statement)

• Wh-requests (usually in the form of a question)

Researchers can choose from a wide variety of response options

• To help with that process, they can use a decision tree designed for that purpose

These concepts, strategies, and tools can help UX researchers overcome writer’s block when 

crafting the items for surveys and related research activities
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MeasuringU is a research firm based in Denver, Colorado

focusing on quantifying the user experience.

Moderated UX Studies

(in our Denver labs or remotely)

Unmoderated Studies

(using our MUIQ platform)

Participant Recruiting

(US & International)

Eye Tracking & 

Facial Expression Analysis

Navigation Testing

(Card-Sorting/Tree-Testing)
Survey Design & Analysis

(including MaxDiff & Kano)

Statistical Analysis & 

Measurement Advising

Training & 

Workshops


